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Functional Convergence of Response Properties
in the Auditory Thalamocortical System

shows the distinct transformation from center-surround
to simple cell responses, auditory thalamic and cortical
receptive fields are remarkably similar. Except for the
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2 UCSF/UCB Bioengineering Group well-known temporal slowing (Creutzfeldt et al., 1980),

no fundamental response properties have been demon-University of California Medical Center
San Francisco, California 94143 strated to differ systematically across the lemniscal au-

ditory thalamocortical synapse (Clarey et al., 1994). Nev-3 Electrical and Computer Engineering,
Bioengineering ertheless, thalamocortical anatomy would allow for

massive functional convergence and divergence. Indi-University of Connecticut
Storrs, Connecticut 06269 vidual thalamic axons can ramify to span up to 7 mm

of cortical space (de Venecia and McMullen, 1994; Cetas
et al., 1999), and a single cortical locus can receive
thalamic input from large regions in thalamus (AndersenSummary
et al., 1980; Middlebrooks and Zook, 1983; Brandner
and Redies, 1990; H.L. Read et al., 1999, Assoc. Res.One of the brain’s fundamental tasks is to construct
Otolaryngol., abstract; Huang and Winer, 2000). It thusand transform representations of an animal’s environ-
remains unclear what functional properties are beingment, yet few studies describe how individual neurons
transformed across the auditory thalamocortical syn-accomplish this. Our results from correlated pairs in
apse. This study addresses the basic rules wherebythe auditory thalamocortical system show that cortical
auditory cortical receptive fields are constructed fromexcitatory receptive field regions can be directly inher-
their thalamic inputs.ited from thalamus, constructed from smaller inputs,

We propose a heuristic framework of functional thala-and assembled by the cooperative activity of neuronal
mocortical convergence types, then investigate severalensembles. The prevalence of functional thalamocor-
detailed aspects of the transformation, including: thetical connectivity is strictly governed by tonotopy, but
spectral and temporal specificity of inputs to corticalconnection strength is not. Finally, spectral and tem-
cells, the complementary roles of excitatory and inhibi-poral modulation preferences in cortex may differ dra-
tory receptive field subregions, and the thalamocorticalmatically from the thalamic input. Our observations
transfer of spectral and temporal modulation properties.reveal a radical reconstruction of response properties
Recordings were made simultaneously from pairs of sin-from auditory thalamus to cortex, and illustrate how
gle units in the ventral medial geniculate body (MGBv)some properties are propagated with great fidelity
and its target layers in primary auditory cortex (AI) in thewhile others are significantly transformed or gener-
ketamine-anesthetized cat. Spectrotemporal receptiveated intracortically.
fields (STRFs) and spike train cross-correlations en-
abled us to evaluate the quality, strength, and specificityIntroduction
of functional thalamocortical convergence.

Sensory processing in the thalamocortical system has
endured continual investigation since the earliest days

Resultsof single-cell neurophysiology (Adrian, 1941). The most
straightforward studies of thalamocortical function de-

Action potential trains from all thalamocortical pairsvelop mechanistic models by comparing receptive fields
were cross-correlated. Functionally connected pairsfrom these anatomically subsequent stations (Hubel and
(n � 29, from a total 741) of single units were chosenWiesel, 1962; Kyriazi and Simons, 1993). Others use
by the monosynaptic-like peaks in their correlograms,more sophisticated methods, such as removing cortical
using strict criteria under both spontaneous and stimu-influence to reveal only the thalamic contribution to cor-
lus-driven conditions (see Experimental Procedures).tical receptive fields (Chapman et al., 1991; Chung and
Spectrotemporal receptive field properties were derivedFerster, 1998). How the neurons construct and modify
for each unit with reverse-correlation of a noise-likethese response properties, however, has remained
stimulus, the dynamic ripple. An STRF is the averagelargely a matter of inference. Only a few studies have
spectrotemporal stimulus envelope immediately pre-directly addressed the transformation of response prop-
ceding an action potential. It shows positive regionserties between individual cells in the thalamus and cere-
in time and frequency where stimulus energy tends tobral cortex (Creutzfeldt et al., 1980; Tanaka, 1983; Swad-
increase firing rate, and negative regions where it de-low, 1995; Reid and Alonso, 1995; Johnson and Alloway,
creases firing rate, relative to the mean.1996; Alonso et al., 2001).

The auditory system presents a unique challenge. In
contrast to the visual thalamocortical system, which

Functional Convergence Types
The theoretically possible range of functional conver-4 Correspondence: lmiller@socrates.berkeley.edu
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cal pairs are shown in Figure 2. In Figures 2A–2C, the
excitatory peak in the thalamic STRF is in almost perfect
register with that of the cortical cell. For assessing over-
lap (Figure 2C, contours), the thalamic STRF has been
shifted in time by the peak correlogram delay, i.e., the
expected travel and synaptic delay between the cells.
The high similarity of STRFs suggests that a cortical unit
could inherit its main excitatory region from functionally
identical thalamic cells. Mixed constructive/ensemble
convergence is shown in Figures 2D–2F, where a
smaller, partially overlapping thalamic receptive field is
integrated into a larger cortical receptive field. This em-
phasizes that convergence types in Figure 1 are not
strictly categorical: the thalamic input not only partici-
pates in construction but also in ensemble convergence
insofar as its excitatory region extends to frequencies
beyond those of the cortical cell. Here, the nonoverlap-
ping thalamic region appears to be an extension of the
primary cortical excitatory region, and therefore may
contribute to the subthreshold flanks of the cortical
peak. Strong ensemble convergence appears in Figures
2G–2I, where a thalamic unit with large receptive field
converges onto a cortical cell whose receptive field
clearly composes only a subset of the thalamic input.
Other functionally diverse inputs must cooperate to
strengthen the region of overlap, elevating it above some
threshold, or to suppress the nonoverlapping region.
There is also an area of mismatch in this example, where

Figure 1. Heuristic Illustration of the Possible Extremes of Func- strong thalamic excitation coincides with strong cortical
tional Thalamocortical Convergence inhibition. Evidently a large overlap of opposing fea-
Shapes within the ellipses represent different spectrotemporal re- tures, at least with the further excitatory-excitatory
ceptive field features. (A) The simplest case is inheritance, where a match, need not preclude significant functional connec-
cortical cell’s receptive field is determined by functionally identical

tivity.thalamic inputs. (B) In constructive convergence, a cortical cell’s
Rather than force each thalamocortical pair into one ofreceptive field is a composite of many smaller (in spatiotemporal

extent) thalamic inputs. (C) In ensemble convergence, the thalamic the three functional convergence types, Figure 3 parses
inputs have some receptive field properties that are not shared by each pair along two continua: cortical coverage and
the cortical target cell. This requires an ensemble of other inputs thalamic overlap. Cortical coverage is the proportion of
either to amplify the features that are ultimately represented by the the cortical receptive field peak covered by that of the
cortical cell, or to suppress the features that are not.

thalamus, where peaks are circumscribed by contours
as in Figures 2C, 2F, and 2I (1/e of maximum amplitude).
Thalamic overlap is the proportion of the thalamic re-semble convergence (Figure 1). These extremes are not
ceptive field peak that overlaps that of the cortex. Highintended to be categorical: a given thalamocortical con-
cortical coverage and high thalamic overlap occur whennection need not fall neatly into any one of these three.
the thalamic and cortical receptive fields are nearly iden-Nor do we expect a cortical receptive field to be made
tical, as for inheritance. Low cortical coverage but highup of only one extreme convergence type. The three
thalamic overlap occurs when a small thalamic receptivetypes illustrated simply delimit the possible range of
field is completely subsumed by the cortical one, as infunctional convergence. For instance, inheritance (Fig-
constructive convergence. Finally, low thalamic overlapure 1A), the simplest case, occurs if a cortical cell’s
with varying degrees of cortical coverage indicates en-receptive field is completely determined by functionally
semble convergence, when the thalamic input pos-identical thalamic inputs. Constructive convergence
sesses receptive field regions that are not ultimately(Figure 1B) builds the cortical receptive field by integrat-
shared by the cortical cell. The paradigmatic receptiveing a number of thalamic inputs with smaller receptive
field relationships for these general ranges are indicatedfields, in frequency and/or time. This convergence-by-
in Figure 3 (schematic insets). Functional thalamocorti-union is a variant of the Hubel-Wiesel model (Hubel and
cal pairs fill the entire domain of thalamic overlap andWiesel, 1962; Tanaka, 1983; Reid and Alonso, 1995).
cortical coverage, demonstrating that the transforma-Conversely, in ensemble convergence (Figure 1C), the
tion of receptive fields utilizes all possible types of con-thalamic inputs extend beyond the spectrotemporal
vergence.borders of the resultant cortical receptive field. This

convergence-by-intersection logically requires the par-
ticipation of an ensemble of cells, cooperating either Spectrotemporal Specificity

The spectrotemporal specificity of thalamocortical con-to amplify the receptive field regions that are ultimately
represented in cortex, or to suppress regions that are not. nections is addressed only indirectly by the metrics of

Figure 3. To compare the pairwise specificity directly,Representative functionally connected thalamocorti-
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the thalamic inputs were normalized relative to their spatial stimulus attributes. Our index instead considers
cortical targets. For Figure 4, the excitatory peak of each the joint spectrotemporal response preferences for both
cortical target has been stretched in frequency and in neurons. It is thus a very strict measure of shared re-
time to match an arbitrary standard, which is plotted as a sponse properties; consequently, the population of all
light gray circle (Figure 4A) with bandwidth and duration recorded pairs is biased toward low similarity indices
equal to one. Each thalamic input was then stretched (Figure 6D). Despite its sophistication, however, similar-
by the same amount as its target, shifted by the correlo- ity index tends to be associated with the simpler mea-
gram peak delay, and plotted as a contour on the stan- sure of best frequency difference (corr. coef. � �0.69,
dardized axes. Such normalization maintains the relative p � 0.001 for functionally connected pairs; �0.39, p �
thalamocortical overlap in frequency and time, allowing 0.001 for all pairs). The prevalence of functionally con-
direct comparison across all pairs. Nearly all thalamic nected pairs increases systematically with greater over-
inputs show significant overlap with their cortical tar- all STRF similarity (Figure 6E). Nonetheless, as with best
gets. The STRF energies within the contours, moreover, frequency alone, the strength of correlation does not
may be summed across time to give the distribution in depend on similarity index (Figure 6F).
relative frequency of the thalamic inputs (Figure 4B).
Most (72%) of the energy falls within one normalized Modulation and Inhibitory Properties
cortical bandwidth. Likewise, when the energies are The spectrotemporal convergence described in Figures
summed across frequency, giving the distribution in rel- 3–6 is largely determined by a characteristic and ubiqui-
ative timing of the thalamic inputs (Figure 4C), most tous lemniscal auditory receptive field feature, a main
(80%) of the input energy falls within one normalized excitatory peak. Many response properties, however,
cortical duration. Although our cross correlation criteria depend not only on the excitatory region but on its rela-
favor cell pairs that tend to fire in close temporal proxim- tion to neighboring inhibitory regions. Two such re-
ity, they do not require that all or most thalamic STRF sponse properties that are important for processing
energy should fall within a single cortical duration; coop- complex sounds are temporal and spectral modulation
eration with other inputs could easily bias the relative preferences. Best temporal modulation measures a neu-
efficacy of thalamic spikes with a certain range of laten- ron’s preferred rate for energy in the stimulus to fluctuate
cies, such that the STRF overlap in time could be mar- in time. It is analogous to the speed of moving visual
ginal. Thus, thalamic input is highly specific in both rela- gratings. Best spectral modulation is a neuron’s pre-
tive frequency and relative time. On average, the inputs ferred size for spectral envelope contours. It is analo-
contribute very little excitatory energy outside the spec- gous to the spatial frequency of visual gratings.
trotemporal extent of their cortical targets. With the dynamic ripple stimulus, modulation prefer-

Another measure of frequency convergence is the ences are derived through a two-dimensional Fourier
best frequency difference between members of a func- transform of the STRF. This yields a preferred value
tional pair. Figure 5A compares the differences of the for temporal (in Hz) and spectral (in cycles per octave)
thalamic best frequencies to those of their cortical tar- modulations. In Figure 7A, the preferred temporal modu-
gets (mean difference 0.077 octaves). If the best fre-

lations for each pair are connected by lines. Temporal
quency difference exceeds about one quarter of an oc-

modulation preferences in cortex are slower than in thal-
tave, functional thalamocortical connections disappear.

amus (mean thalamus 44.3 Hz, cortex 27.5 Hz; median
Figure 5B shows the difference in the margins of the

thalamus 48.2 Hz, cortex 21.5 Hz; paired-sample t test,receptive field peaks (i.e., the edges on the frequency
p � 0.0067). While such slowing may be expected, it isside farthest from the cortical best frequency) in octaves
notable that temporal modulation preferences in thala-relative to the cortical best frequency. While this mea-
mus and cortex are not correlated by rank (Spearmansure necessarily spans a larger frequency range, func-
rank correlation, p � 0.2): thalamic cells preferring thetional connections are still limited to about 1/3 octave.
fastest modulations do not project preferentially to corti-By considering the STRF differences between all re-
cal cells preferring the fastest modulations, nor do slowcorded thalamocortical pairs, including the uncorrelated
thalamic cells project only to slow cortical cells. Manyones, we can determine how the prevalence of func-
pairs including the examples from Figure 2 are evidentlytional connectivity depends on receptive field similarity.
rank correlated, but given our entire sample, one is un-The best frequency differences for all thalamocortical
able to predict cortical temporal preference from itspairs reveals a sampling bias toward small differences
thalamic input. Spectral modulation preferences (Figure(Figure 6A). On the basis of previous work (Creutzfeldt
7B) show similar trends. Cortical neurons prefer signifi-et al., 1980), we deliberately targeted pairs with small
cantly lower (broader) spectral modulation preferencesbest frequency difference as they are most likely to be
than thalamic cells (mean thalamus 1.27 cyc/oct, cortexfunctionally connected. Although biased, our sample is
0.49 cyc/oct; median thalamus 1.47 cyc/oct, cortex 0.18continuous to differences greater than one octave. The
cyc/oct; paired-sample t test p � 0.001). As with tempo-highest proportion of correlated pairs has the smallest
ral modulations, spectral modulation preferences lackbest frequency difference (Figure 6B). Interestingly,
a ranked order (Spearman rank correlation, p � 0.2):while the prevalence of functional correlation depends
thalamic cells preferring broad spectral envelopes haveon frequency difference, the strength of the correlation
no privileged influence on cortical cells preferring broaddoes not (mean strength 0.045, median 0.026) (Figure
envelopes, and narrow-preferring thalamic cells are not6C). A similar result emerges when we compare the
necessarily linked to narrow cortical cells. Thus, in con-entire STRFs, using a correlation coefficient called the
trast to the construction of first-order spectral and tem-similarity index (DeAngelis et al., 1999). In other modal-

ities, the similarity index is typically used to capture only poral envelope preferences for excitatory stimuli (Figure
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Figure 3. Distribution of Thalamocortical Convergence Types

Types of functional convergence for the main excitatory peak are
parsed along two dimensions: cortical coverage and thalamic over-
lap. Cortical coverage is the proportion of the cortical receptive field
peak covered by that of the thalamic input. Thalamic overlap is the Figure 4. Summary of Normalized Thalamic Receptive Field Inputs
proportion of the thalamic receptive field peak overlapping that of

(A) An idealized cortical excitatory peak is depicted as a light graythe cortex. Thus, high cortical coverage and thalamic overlap indi-
circle. Contours outline the thalamic inputs, each normalized to itscate inheritance; low cortical coverage but high thalamic overlap
own cortical target. Contour color indicates thalamocortical correla-indicates constructive convergence; and low thalamic overlap with
tion strength under the stimulus-driven condition (mean .045), withvarying degrees of cortical coverage characterizes ensemble conver-
cool colors low and warm colors high values. (B) Peak energies ofgence. The schematic insets represent paradigmatic receptive field
the thalamic inputs, summed across time. Most (72%) of the energyrelationships for a given region of the plot, where dotted lines (--)
falls within one normalized cortical bandwidth (gray bars). (C) Peakrepresent the cortical, and solid lines (—) the thalamic receptive fields.
energies of the thalamic inputs, summed across frequency. MostThalamocortical pairs from Figure 2 are represented by stars (*).
(80%) of the energy falls within one normalized cortical duration
(gray bars).

4), modulation preferences in both time and frequency
are significantly transformed from thalamus to cortex.

excitatory input features (0.328 � 0.18, mean � SD) andModulation properties depend essentially on the rela-
inhibitory input features (0.123 � 0.13, mean � SD) differtionship between excitatory and inhibitory receptive
significantly (paired-sample t test, p � 0.001). Excitatoryfield regions. The virtual absence of their propagation
receptive field features thus play a larger role than inhibi-from thalamus to cortex, coupled with excitatory-inhibi-
tory features in functional thalamocortical connectivity.tory thalamic-cortical mismatches (Figure 2I), suggests

that inhibitory receptive field features of thalamic neu-
rons are far less important in the thalamocortical trans- Discussion
formation. As a test of this hypothesis, similarity indices
were calculated for each STRF pair. One index was com- Functional Convergence Types

Our observations on the specificity and complexity ofputed only for excitatory thalamic features and another
only for inhibitory thalamic features, relative to the corti- functional thalamocortical convergence in the auditory

system have several implications for neural processing.cal receptive field. The average similarity indices for

Figure 2. Representative Examples of Functionally Connected Thalamocortical Pairs

(A–C) Inheritance. (A) Spectrotemporal receptive fields (STRFs) for the thalamic and cortical cell (similarity index � 0.67). The STRFs are
depicted with time-preceding-spike on the abscissa, and frequency on the ordinate. Warm and cool colors indicate an excitatory or inhibitory
effect, respectively, that the stimulus induced in a particular spectrotemporal region. The values on the colorbar are thus differential rates, in
spikes/s, relative to the mean rate. (B) Cross correlograms between the two units, normalized to firing rate. The bar plot is the cross correlogram
under the ripple-driven condition, and the line plot (truncated for clarity) is under the spontaneous condition. The brief, short-latency peak,
with cortical spike lagging thalamic (2 ms), is indicative of a monosynaptic-like functional connection (correlation strength � .082). The cyan
line is the mean, and the red lines are the 99% confidence intervals for the stimulus-driven correlogram, under an assumption of independent,
Poisson spike trains. (C) Expanded views of the excitatory peaks of the STRFs in (A). Superimposed on the cortical STRF are contours
circumscribing the high-energy region of the cortical (green) and thalamic (black) STRFs (see Experimental Procedures). The thalamic contour
has been shifted in time by the peak correlogram delay. In this case, the cortical cell appears to inherit its excitatory features from the thalamic
input.
(D–F) Mixed constructive/ensemble convergence. (D) STRFs (similarity index � 0.43). (E) Thalamocortical cross correlograms (2 ms peak lag,
correlation strength � .029). (F) Expanded views of the excitatory peaks. In this case, a thalamic cell with smaller receptive field helps construct
a larger, composite cortical STRF. This example emphasizes that the convergence types schematized in Figure 1 are not, in fact, categorical.
(G–I) Ensemble convergence. (G) STRFs (similarity index � 0.29). (H) Thalamocortical cross correlograms (3 ms peak lag, correlation strength �

.037). (I) Expanded views of the excitatory peaks. In this case, a thalamic cell with much larger excitatory receptive field is pared down to
contribute to a smaller cortical STRF. This logically demands the participation of an ensemble of other inputs, acting in concert.
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Figure 6. Prevalence but Not Strength of Functional ConnectivityFigure 5. Degree of Thalamocortical Convergence in Octaves
Depends on Best Frequency Difference and Similarity Index

(A) The difference in thalamic versus cortical best frequencies (abso-
(A) A histogram of all recorded thalamocortical pairs reveals a sam-lute value) is summarized in a histogram (mean difference 0.077
pling bias toward pairs with small best frequency difference butoctaves). Black bars are thalamocortical pairs from Figure 2. If the
extends well beyond one-octave separation. (B) The proportion ofdifference in best frequencies is greater than about 1/4 octave,
recorded pairs that are functionally correlated depends strongly onfunctional connections are not observed. (B) For each thalamocorti-
the best frequency difference, with the greatest proportion havingcal pair, the frequencies at the far edges of the excitatory receptive
the least difference. (C) The strength of correlation for functionallyfields, relative to cortical best frequency, are connected by a line.
connected thalamocortical pairs does not depend on best frequencyVery little convergence is observed for edges greater than 1/3 octave
difference. (D) Our population of all recorded thalamocortical pairsfrom the cortical best frequency. Due to the frequency sampling
is biased toward low, positive similarity indices. (E) The proportion(�40/octave), several values from different pairs are so similar as
of recorded pairs that are functionally correlated depends stronglyto be indistinguishable. Thick lines are pairs from Figure 2.
on the overall STRF similarity. (F) The strength of correlation for
functionally connected thalamocortical pairs does not depend on
STRF similarity.

Convergence types fill the possible space delimited by
the three extremes of inheritance, construction, and en-
semble convergence. Such variety is lacking in the visual to smear the input energy across a wider spectrotem-

poral region. Such highly specific coupling occurs be-system, where most thalamocortical connections re-
spect a Hubel-Weisel type of constructive convergence tween the lateral geniculate and primary visual cortex

(Tanaka, 1983; Reid and Alonso, 1995; Alonso et al.,model (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Tanaka, 1983; Reid and
Alonso, 1995). While a given auditory cortical cell’s re- 2001), suggesting that functional convergence in any

thalamocortical modality is highly accurate. In the audi-ceptive field may arise through any combination of func-
tional convergence types, the extremes are nevertheless tory system, moreover, we show that physiological con-

vergence is constrained to within approximately 1/3 oc-illustrative since each supports an operation the brain
must perform upon sensory representations. Inheri- tave, or a single critical band, the benchmark human

psychophysical measure for cross-frequency integra-tance, where the cortical cell’s receptive field is largely
determined by functionally identical thalamic input, tion (Scharf, 1970). Neural correlates of the critical band

have also been demonstrated in the inferior colliculus,would preserve information for downstream processing.
Constructive convergence would create selectivity for the main input structure to the auditory thalamus

(Schreiner and Langner, 1997).composite features, such as visual oriented lines or au-
ditory formant combinations. Ensemble convergence, The prevalence of functional connectivity is strictly

determined by tonotopy and overall thalamocortical re-by requiring cooperative inputs to amplify some parts of
the input and/or suppress others, would support feature ceptive field similarity. Remarkably, up to thirty percent

of recorded pairs with virtually the same best frequencyselectivity of a more exacting nature than at the previous
processing station. Admittedly, since no thalamocortical (within 0.05 octaves) are functionally connected. Like-

wise, if the thalamic and cortical receptive fields haveconnections are of a one-to-one nature, all convergence
is some type of “ensemble” convergence. Our analysis, an extremely high similarity index, a large proportion are

connected. These proportions match precisely those inhowever, explores the constraints on and distribution
of conceptually distinct convergence types. the visual system for thalamic-cortical cell pairs with

spatially overlapping receptive fields (Alonso et al.,
2001). In the primary visual cortex, however, two-dimen-Spectrotemporal Specificity

Thalamocortical specificity is highly focal in both spec- sional retinotopy is well preserved across the cortical
sheet, whereas in the auditory system, each epithelialtral and temporal domains, with most of the excitatory

input energy falling within the cortical receptive field. location (frequency) is represented across an entire
band of cortex, many millimeters in length. ThalamicThis strong concentration of energy occurs despite the

prevalence of ensemble convergence, which would tend inputs are patchy and various response properties clus-
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that many inputs onto a cortical cell in the thalamore-
cipient layers are of cortical origin.

Given the large range of convergence that thalamocorti-
cal anatomy would allow, the high degree of functional
specificity raises the possibility that many nonfunctional
or subthreshold synapses exist outside the bounds of
physiologically identified convergence (Schroeder et al.,
1995; Moore and Nelson, 1998; Feldman et al., 1999;
Bringuier et al., 1999; Carandini and Ferster, 2000). Such
a network could selectively integrate inputs with certain
parameters, and thus may establish the basis of func-
tional zones in primary auditory cortex (Schreiner et al.,
2000). It would also constitute a coding system capable
of great plasticity. If an otherwise uncommitted pool of
neighboring, nonfunctional connections were subject to
recruitment, then the network could support significant
changes in response to neural damage or behaviorally
relevant stimuli (Recanzone et al., 1993; Weinberger,
1995; Rajan and Irvine, 1998; Kilgard and Merzenich,

Figure 7. Convergence of Temporal and Spectral Modulation Pref- 1998; Nicolelis et al., 1998; Jones and Pons, 1998). This
erences

plasticity, moreover, would be uncorrelated for spectro-
(A) Temporal modulation preferences for each thalamocortical pair,

temporal excitatory versus envelope modulation proper-in Hz, are connected by lines. Cortical cells tend to prefer slower
ties (Kilgard and Merzenich, 1998) since the thalamocor-modulations (mean thalamus 44.3 Hz, cortex 27.5 Hz; median thala-
tical transformation treats these factors independently.mus 48.2 Hz, cortex 21.5 Hz; paired-sample t test, p � 0.0067).

There is no rank correlation among the pairs; that is, slow (fast)
thalamic cells do not tend to project to slow (fast) cortical cells Modulation and Inhibitory Properties
(Spearman rank correlation, p � 0.2). (B) Spectral modulation prefer-

Modulation preferences are not well preserved fromences for each thalamocortical pair, in ripple cycles per octave, are
thalamus to cortex, even in a lower-valued but rankedconnected by lines. There is a significant trend toward broader, or
order. This transformation differs from the visual system,wider-band preferences in cortex (mean thalamus 1.27 Hz, cortex

0.49 Hz; median thalamus 1.47 Hz, cortex 0.18 Hz; paired-sample t where similarities in spatial modulation (on-off subre-
test p � 0.001). As with temporal modulations, there is no rank gion size and relative position) and temporal modulation
correlation among the pairs: broad (narrow) thalamic cells do not (impulse response) properties both influence the pres-
project preferentially to broad (narrow) cortical cells (Spearman rank

ence of monosynaptic connectivity (Alonso et al., 2001).correlation, p � 0.2). Thick lines are pairs from Figure 2.
Mechanistically, it reflects the fact that although excit-
atory receptive field properties are decisive in functional
correlation, inhibitory features are not transmitted withter in a modular fashion along such isofrequency con-

tours (for review, see Schreiner et al., 2000). While this great fidelity. The dichotomy implies that excitatory re-
ceptive field subregions of input-layer cortical cells arereport considers the most dominant response proper-

ties, other factors not addressed here may affect con- driven by direct thalamic input, while the inhibitory sub-
regions, and thus modulation properties, are con-nectivity; it is therefore surprising that such a large per-

centage of auditory thalamocortical cell pairs are structed or at least strengthened intracortically. That is,
inhibitory subregions of cortical cells do not appear tofunctionally connected. Our sampling biases reveal,

however, that it is experimentally very difficult to find come about through withdrawal of the solely excitatory
thalamic input; rather, they likely come about throughsuch pairs.

Although the prevalence of functional connectivity de- active inhibition from cortical interneurons. Evidence of
such active excitatory/inhibitory (“push/pull”) circuitrypends on receptive field similarity, the strength of con-

nectivity does not. This result differs substantially from has been observed in the visual and somatosensory
systems (Ferster, 1988; Hirsch et al., 1998; Swadlow andthe visual system, where correlation strength is strictly

constrained by receptive field overlap (Alonso et al., Gusev, 2000; Ferster and Miller, 2000), but the imbalance
may be more pronounced in the auditory system.2001). In the auditory system, strong functional connec-

tions occur not only between cells with well-matched Functionally, temporal and spectral modulations are
essential for discriminating complex auditory signals. Inreceptive fields, as with the inheritance type of conver-

gence. Equally powerful connections occur between human speech for instance, spectral modulations distin-
guish vowels such as “eeh” and “ooh,” which differ in thecells with few receptive field features in common, as with

ensemble convergence. Average connection strength is spacing of their spectral peaks or formants. Temporal
modulations distinguish consonants such as “buh” anda rough guide to the number of thalamic inputs that

drive a typical cortical target. Our mean connection “puh,” which differ in a quality called voice-onset-time.
The fact that neural preferences for spectral and tempo-strength of 0.045 suggests that 20–25 thalamic inputs

are required to fully activate a cortical cell. Since our ral modulations undergo a radical reorganization from
thalamus to cortex suggests that the two stations mayanalysis does not consider cooperation among inputs,

however, this value probably underestimates the actual process modulations in different ways. The differences
could take at least two forms: how modulations arenumerical convergence (Reid and Alonso, 1995; Alonso

et al., 2001). These approximations also ignore the fact coded or what range of modulations is represented. For
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tized with Nembutal (15–30 mg/kg) during the surgical procedure.example, the maximum temporal modulation frequency
After surgery, the animals were maintained in an unreflexive staterepresented by phase-locked neural activity decreases
with a continuous infusion of ketamine/diazepam (10 mg/kg keta-progressively from inferior colliculus to cortex. Some
mine, 0.5 mg/kg diazepam in lactated ringer’s solution). All proce-

investigators provide evidence that high-frequency dures were in strict accordance with the UCSF Committee for Animal
phase-locked responses in inferior colliculus are re- Research and the guidelines of the Society for Neuroscience.
placed in cortex by a topographic, rate-based neural All recordings were made with the animal in a sound-shielded

anechoic chamber (IAC, Bronx, NY), with stimuli delivered via acode (Pantev et al., 1989; Langner et al., 1997; but see
closed, binaural speaker system (diaphragms from Stax, Japan).Fishman et al., 1998). Other studies emphasize the psy-
Simultaneous extracellular recordings were made in the thalamore-chophysical salience of low (�20 Hz) temporal modula-
cipient layers (IIIb/IV) of the primary auditory cortex (AI) and in the

tions instead (Drullman et al., 1994; Arai and Greenberg, ventral division of the medial geniculate body (MGBv). Electrodes
1998), thereby implying that the phase-locked prefer- were parylene-coated tungsten (Microprobe Inc., Potomac, MD)
ences observed in cortex could be a specialization for with impedances of 1–2 MOhm, or 3–5 MOhm tungsten electrodes

plated with platinum black. One or two electrodes were placed inthis lower range. Our analysis only considered phase-
each station with hydraulic microdrives on mechanical manipulatorslocked responses to modulations, so we cannot address
(Narishige, Tokyo, Japan), mounted on a stereotaxic frame (Davidthese questions directly. Nevertheless, the lack of pres-
Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA) or on supplementary supports. Lo-ervation of modulation preferences from thalamus to
calization of thalamic electrodes, which were stereotaxically ad-

cortex indicates that a distinct functional transformation vanced along the vertical, was confirmed with Nissl stained sections;
takes place between the two stations. we did not distinguish between pars lateralis and pars ovoidea within

the ventral division of the medial geniculate. Within the constraints
described above, none of our results appeared to depend on corticalConcluding Remarks
or thalamic electrode location. Spike trains were sorted offline withThis investigation has considered only the robust, feed-
a Bayesian spike sorting algorithm (Lewicki, 1994). Each electrodeforward convergence of neural response properties
location yielded an average of 1.9 well-isolated single units. Sponta-

phase-locked to the stimulus envelope. Our selection neous neural activity (in silence) was recorded for about 35 min,
criteria under both spontaneous and stimulus-driven and stimulus-driven activity for approximately 20 min.
conditions ensure that only robust functional correla-
tions were studied. Since cross-correlation is a noisy Stimulus
measure, our dataset naturally favors the strongest con- The dynamic ripple stimulus (Schreiner and Calhoun, 1994; Kowalski
nections. Weaker or labile functional connections may et al., 1996; M.A. Escabı́ et al., 1998, Soc. Neurosci., abstract; Miller

and Schreiner, 2000) is a temporally varying broadband sound com-embody different convergence properties. Especially in
posed of 230 sinusoidal carriers (500–20,000 Hz) with randomizedthe awake animal, dynamic state and corticofugal feed-
phase. The magnitude of any carrier at any time is modulated byback may have powerful effects on the strength and
the spectrotemporal envelope, consisting of sinusoidal amplitudequality of thalamic input to cortical receptive fields
peaks (“ripples”) on a logarithmic frequency axis which change

(Zhang and Suga, 1997; Fanselow and Nicolelis, 1999; through time. Two parameters define the envelope: the number of
Wörgötter and Eysel, 2000). Moreover, parallel non- spectral peaks per octave, or ripple density, and the speed and
lemniscal pathways may perform different operations direction of the peaks’ change, or temporal frequency modulation.

Both ripple density and temporal frequency modulation rate werethan the primary lemniscal network (Ahissar et al., 2000).
varied randomly and independently during the 20 min, nonrepeatingFinally, the STRFs used here are linear descriptors with
stimulus. Ripple density varied slowly (max. rate of change 1 Hz)respect to, and are necessarily phase-locked with, the
between 0 and 4 cycles per octave; the temporal frequency modula-spectrotemporal envelope. The high degree of func-
tion parameter varied between 0 and 100 Hz (max. rate of change

tional specificity for excitatory receptive field features, 3 Hz). Both parameters were statistically independent and unbiased
however, makes it unlikely that even-order, phase-invar- within those ranges. In one experiment, however, the temporal mod-
iant nonlinearities significantly affect the transformation ulation spectrum decayed slightly; all evidence of this mild bias

was readily abolished while thresholding the STRFs (see Analysis).between these cell pairs.
Maximum modulation depth of the spectrotemporal envelope wasThis report describes what information is and, impor-
45 dB. Mean intensity was set approximately 20–30 dB above thetantly, what information is not preserved in the auditory
neurons’ thresholds to best frequency pure tones of 50 ms durationthalamocortical transformation. It illustrates how the and 5 ms linear rise/fall envelope; thalamic and cortical thresholds

brain realizes the varieties of functional convergence, were typically very similar.
whether by direct inheritance or with cooperative en-
sembles of inputs. Above all, it shows how a remarkable Analysis
specificity of connections coexists with a fundamental Data analysis was carried out in MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Natick,
reconstruction of receptive fields in cortex. We therefore MA). Spike trains were cross-correlated (Perkel et al., 1967) with

1 ms bin width, and significant bins (p � 0.01) were determinednot only address an essential gap in our knowledge of
with respect to an independent, Poisson assumption. Functionallythe auditory system, where no investigation of this type
connected pairs of neurons (n � 29, from a total 741) were chosenhas ever been performed, but also illustrate its relevance
by a strict set of criteria. Most pairs, including those in Figure 2,to other modalities. By comparing our results with those
showed a maximum and significant correlogram peak within 1–5

in the visual and somatosensory systems, we can dis- ms lag time, thalamus leading cortex, under both spontaneous and
criminate between processes specialized for a given stimulus-driven conditions. It is important to use spontaneous activ-
modality and characteristics common to the general ity when possible, as it indicates functional connectivity when the

auditory system is at rest, in terms of representing stimuli. Thus, bythalamocortical transformation.
requiring monosynaptic-like peaks under both spontaneous and
driven conditions, we select particularly stable functional connec-Experimental Procedures
tions. There are, however, two potential difficulties with using spon-
taneous activity. The first is that a widespread, oscillatory state inElectrophysiology
the 7–14 Hz range may obscure fast correlation features (Eggermont,Some of the experimental methods have been reported previously

(Miller and Schreiner, 2000). Young adult cats (N � 4) were anesthe- 1992; Cotillon et al., 2000; Miller and Schreiner, 2000). Therefore, if
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thalamocortical oscillations were present under the spontaneous sequential losses would be multiplicative. Consequently, we would
not expect robust thalamocortical transmission of individual sub-condition, as indicated by a significant peak in the power spectrum

between 7–14 Hz, the correlogram was high-pass filtered above 25 fields at long or highly variable latencies. In assessing direct thala-
mocortical influences, therefore, the effect of the STRF time shift isHz. This eliminates broad, unspecific correlation peaks and leaves

intact the narrow, specific peaks that reflect direct functional con- equivalent for excitatory and inhibitory subfields and is given by the
peak correlogram lag; the latency for an increase in excitation isnectivity. The significance level was then adjusted accordingly, and

the 1–5 ms peak criterion applied. The second challenge in using the same as the latency for withdrawal.
spontaneous activity is that some neurons’ spike rates are so low
in silence that their correlograms are too noisy to show significant Acknowledgments
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